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Abstract

One of the key factors behind the recent success in visual tracking is the availability of
dedicated benchmarks. While being greatly benefiting to the tracking research, existing
benchmarks do not pose the same difficulty as before with recent trackers achieving
higher performance mainly due to (i) the introduction of more sophisticated transformers-
based methods and (ii) the lack of diverse scenarios with adverse visibility such as, severe
weather conditions, camouflage and imaging effects.

We introduce AVisT, a dedicated benchmark for visual tracking in diverse scenarios
with adverse visibility. AVisT comprises 120 challenging sequences with 80k annotated
frames, spanning 18 diverse scenarios broadly grouped into five attributes with 42 object
categories. The key contribution of AVisT is diverse and challenging scenarios cover-
ing severe weather conditions such as, dense fog, heavy rain and sandstorm; obstruc-
tion effects including, fire, sun glare and splashing water; adverse imaging effects such
as, low-light; target effects including, small targets and distractor objects along with
camouflage. We further benchmark 17 popular and recent trackers on AVisT with de-
tailed analysis of their tracking performance across attributes, demonstrating a big room
for improvement in performance. We believe that AVisT can greatly benefit the track-
ing community by complementing the existing benchmarks, in developing new creative
tracking solutions in order to continue pushing the boundaries of the state-of-the-art.
Our dataset along with the complete tracking performance evaluation is available at:
https://github.com/visionml/pytracking

1 Introduction
Visual object tracking is one of the fundamental problems in computer vision, where the
objective is to estimate the target state and trajectory in an image sequence, provided only
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Figure 1: AVisT comprises challenging diverse tracking scenarios with adverse visibility.
The diverse scenarios cover adverse weather conditions, including dense fog, heavy rain
and sandstorm; obstruction effects such as, fire and sun glare; illumination effects; target
effects, including distractor objects and small targets; along with camouflage. Here, we
show individual frames of some representative sequences and visualize with different colors
the ground truth annotations and the predicted bounding boxes of four different trackers. The
trackers belong to different tracking paradigms: KeepTrack [16] (Discriminative Classifier),
SiamRPN++ [14] (Siamese), STARK-ST-101 [26] and MixFormerL-22k [5] (Transformer).

Datasets OTB-100 [25] UAV123 [18] GOT-10k [11] TrackingNet [19] LaSOT [9] AVisT

Best Tracker TrDiMP [22] MixFormer-22k [5] MixFormer-1k [5] MixFormerL-22k [5] MixFormerL-22k [5] MixFormerL-22k [5]
Performance 71.1 70.4 71.2 83.9 70.1 56.0

Table 1: Tracking performance (AUC score) achieved by the top-performing trackers on
existing datasets and AVisT. Compared to existing datasets such as, LaSOT and TrackingNet,
the performance achieved on AVist is significantly lower highlighting the challenging nature
of the proposed dataset.

its initial location. The target object is not known a priori and is not constrained to be from a
specific object class. Therefore, the main challenge is to accurately learn the appearance of
the target object in unconstrained real-world scenarios.

Recent years have witnessed a significant progress in the field of visual tracking with a
plethora of trackers introduced in the literature. One of the major contributing factors to-
wards these recent advances in tracking is the introduction of several benchmarks [9, 10,
11, 19, 25]. OTB [25] was one of the first large-scale datasets, containing 100 videos.
Afterwards, tracking benchmarks are introduced to evaluate different aspects of tracking
such as, the impact of color information [15], fast target motion [10] as well as tracking
in aerial imagery [18]. More recently, the tracking community has focused on constructing
datasets [9, 11, 19] with large-scale training splits, to benefit from task-specific deep learn-
ing. Among these, GOT-10K [11] comprises a large collection of shorter videos, whereas
LaSOT [9] focuses on longer sequences. Moreover, there exist dedicated benchmarks, such
as the VOT series [12] associated with annual tracking challenge competitions.

While all of these datasets have greatly benefited the tracking research, they no longer
pose the same difficulty as before to the current state-of-the-art trackers, due to the rapid
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progress in the field. Most notably, the state-of-the-art trackers now achieve AUC scores of
above 70% also on LaSOT (see Tab. 1), which is one of the most difficult established datasets.
On the other hand, since the introduction of OTB in 2013 [24], the existence of highly
difficult tracking benchmarks has been vital, in order to challenge researchers to designing
ever more robust and accurate trackers, applicable for increasingly diverse scenarios. In this
work, we therefore set out to develop a new, highly challenging dataset, in order to promote
further progress in the visual tracking field.

We believe that one of the main reasons that the aforementioned datasets do not pose
sufficient challenge to new trackers is that diverse scenarios such as, adverse visibility due
to weather conditions, camouflage and illumination effects are underrepresented. In prac-
tice, robust handling of adverse visibility is essential in many applications. For instance,
autonomous driving applications require the target to be tracked under all weather condi-
tions, such as heavy rain, dense fog, and sandstorms. Similarly, rescue missions involving
drones require robust and accurate object tracking in adverse scenarios, such as fire, smoke,
and strong winds. Further, wildlife conservation often relies on monitoring different animal
populations in their natural habitats, where many animal species are difficult to distinguish
from the surrounding environments due to their camouflaged appearance.
Contributions: We propose AVisT, a benchmark for visual object tracking in diverse scenar-
ios with adverse visibility. AVisT better accommodates the difficult conditions encountered
in the aforementioned real-world applications, while being severely challenging even for the
most recent trackers (see Tab. 1). Our dataset comprises 120 challenging sequences, span-
ning 18 diverse scenarios and 42 object categories. The scenarios cover adverse weather con-
ditions, including heavy rain, dense fog, and hurricane; obstruction effects such as, splashing
water, fire, sun glare, and smoke; adverse imaging effects; target effects such as, fast motion
and small target; along with camouflage. The proposed AVisT is densely annotated with
accurate bounding boxes following a thorough quality control. Moreover, every frame is
annotated with flags for occlusion, partial occlusion, out of view, and extreme visibility.

We evaluate 17 popular trackers on AVisT, including the most recent state-of-the-art
methods. The best method, MixFormer-22k [5] which employs an ImageNet-22K pre-
trained backbone achieves an AUC score of only 56.0%, demonstrating the challenging na-
ture of AVisT. We further analyze the performance of different trackers across attributes,
which can provide valuable insights for specific applications. For instance, we note that
ImageNet-22K pre-training is important for improved performance on the weather condi-
tions attribute. Fig. 1 shows a qualitative comparison of recent trackers belonging to different
tracking paradigms: discriminative classifiers, Siamese networks and transformers.

2 The AVisT Benchmark

2.1 Scenarios and Attributes

Our AVisT offers a dedicated dataset that covers a variety of adverse scenarios highly rele-
vant to real-world applications. Importantly, AVisT poses additional challenges to the tracker
design due to adverse visibility. To this end, our AVisT covers a wide range of 18 diverse
scenarios: rain, fog, hurricane, fire, sun glare, low-light, archival videos, fast motion, dis-
tractor objects, occlusion, snow, sandstorm, tornado, smoke, splashing water, camouflage,
small objects and deformation. These diverse scenarios are broadly categorized into five
attributes: weather conditions, obstruction effects, imaging effects, target effects and camou-
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Attribute Scenario Description

Weather Conditions

Rain Heavy rain that compromises the visibility of the target.
Snow Heavy snowfall or snow conditions, affecting target visibility.
Fog Dense fog that severely affects target visibility.
Sandstorm Dense sand and dust in the air, severely impairing target visibility.
Hurricane Severe winds accompanied by rain and lightning.
Tornado Presence of a tornado, hampering target visibility.

Obstruction Effects

Occlusion The target is occluded by another object or background structures.
Splashing water Splashing water in front of or on the target.
Fire Fire obstructing the target as well as causing lighting variation.
Smoke Dense smoke obstructing the view of the target.
Sun glare Sun glare effects that reduces the visibility of the target.

Imaging Effects Low-light Poor scene lighting conditions.
Archival Monochrome archival videos of poor quality.

Target Effects

Fast motion The target motion is greater than the target size.
Small target In at least one frame, the target box is smaller than 500 pixels.
Distractor objects Presence of several objects that are visually similar to the target.
Deformation The target undergoes shape changes during tracking.

Camouflage Camouflage The target appearance is very similar to the surrounding background.

Table 2: A brief description of 18 different adverse scenarios, grouped into five broader
attributes (weather conditions, obstruction effects, imaging effects, target effects and cam-
ouflage), in the proposed AVisT dataset.

flage. A short description of each scenario and their partitioning into attributes are presented
in Tab. 2. The frequency of each scenario and attribute is visualized in Fig. 2. Next, we
describe the included attributes.

Figure 2: Distribution of image sequences
with respect to scenarios and attributes in the
proposed AVisT benchmark.

Weather Conditions: While most existing
benchmarks, such as LaSOT comprises se-
quences acquired under normal weather con-
ditions, the tracking problem becomes more
challenging in adverse weather scenarios,
which often lead to bad visibility. In our
dataset, the diverse adverse scenarios caused
by weather conditions are: rain, fog, hurri-
cane, snow, sandstorm and tornado. Accu-
rately capturing the target appearance infor-
mation in such extreme scenarios (see Fig. 3)
is crucial and poses additional challenges to
the tracking model.
Obstruction Effects: Apart from difficult
weather conditions, there are several real-
world obstructions that pose additional chal-
lenges to the tracker. These obstructions can
be caused by occlusion as well as natural phenomenon such as, fire, smoke, sun glare and
splashing water. Our dataset covers all these diverse settings of obstructions (see Fig. 3).
Imaging Effects: Challenging imaging conditions such as, low-light, night-time and
archival monochrome videos causes losing the natural color of the target, and thereby pose
difficulties to the tracking model. Our AVisT dataset comprises a set of challenging se-
quences covering these imaging effects (see Fig. 3).
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Rain Snow Fog Sandstorm Hurricane Tornado

Fire Smoke Sun-glare Splashing water Occlusion Low-light

Archival Fast motion Small target Distractor objects Deformation Camouflage

Figure 3: Video frames corresponding to different attributes namely Rain, Snow, Fog, Sand-
storm, Hurricane, Tornado, Fire, Smoke, Sun glare, Splashing water, Occlusion, Low-light,
Archival video, Fast motion, Small target, Distractor objects, Deformation, Camouflage.

Target Effects: In addition to the aforementioned adverse scene scenarios, there are sev-
eral target-related challenges in the real-world. The proposed AVisT dataset includes various
target effects such as, fast motion, small objects, deformations, and distractor objects (see
Fig. 3).
Camouflage: Camouflage aims to conceal the object by making it blend into the back-
ground appearance. Most animal species utilize camouflage to various degrees, with some
even changing their camouflage with the seasons. This cryptic coloration makes the target
hard to distinguish from the surroundings. Compared to most existing tracking benchmarks,
our dataset comprises a dedicated set of camouflage sequences that pose difficulties to state-
of-the-art trackers (see Fig. 3).

2.2 Data Collection
As discussed earlier, AVisT aims to provide a benchmark for evaluating visual trackers under
diverse scenarios with adverse visibility, such as severe weather conditions, image, obstruc-
tion and target effects as well as camouflage. In addition, AVisT strives to achieve diversity
with respect to target object classes (42 object categories in our dataset). With this objec-
tive, we first collect a large pool of around 400 videos from Youtube covering the 18 diverse
scenarios with adverse visibility. We filter out unrelated contents in each video and retain
the relevant clip for tracking. We then annotate the target object in the first frame of each
trimmed video. Next, we qualitatively analyze two recent representative trackers, Keep-
Track [16] and STARK [26], on these image sequences. We select a set of 120 sequences
which are highly challenging for both these recent representative trackers. We note that other
trackers such as, ToMP [17], and MixFormer-1k [5], which perform similar to KeepTrack
and STARK on LaSOT [9], also perform similarly on our AVisT dataset. Therefore, the 120
videos we select are generally challenging and not specific to these two representative track-
ers. Among the initially large pool of around 400 videos, some of the camouflage sequences
are overlapping with the MoCA dataset [13]. However, we re-annotate those camouflage
sequences since the MoCA dataset was originally proposed for camouflage object detection
and hence does not provide dense frame-level annotations required for visual object tracking.

To summarize, our AVisT dataset comprises 120 challenging videos from YouTube under
the Creative Commons licence. All these 120 videos belong to at least one of the diverse
scenarios, with a total of 80k annotated video frames. The frame-rates of these videos ranges
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Figure 4: Example frames from diverse scenarios highlighting the complexity of the annota-
tion process. In case of severe visibility, we employ image enhancement techniques to better
distinguish the target aiding in improved annotations. Here, the example frames of different
scenarios show that fine-tuned annotations (green color) better fit the target object region,
compared to the initial annotations (red color).

from 24 to 30 frames per second (fps) and the average sequence length is 664 frames (i.e.,
22.2 seconds with 30 fps). The shortest sequence in our dataset has 99 frames (3.3 seconds
with 30 fps), while the longest one has 3113 frames (103.7 seconds with 30 fps).

2.3 Dataset Annotation

After data collection, the next step is to obtain high-quality annotations for all the sequences
to ensure an accurate benchmarking of visual trackers. To obtain consistent annotations, we
standardize a protocol that ensures high-quality annotations for the proposed AVisT dataset.
During the annotation process, a video is processed by two teams, where the labeling team,
comprising typically three members, manually draws the target object’s bounding box as the
tightest axis-aligned rectangle that fits the target in each frame of a video that has a specified
tracking target. Afterwards, the validation team reviews the annotation results with either
unanimously agreeing on the annotation results or returning it back to the labeling team for
revising the annotation.
Quality Control: In case of diverse scenarios where the target object suffers from extreme
visibility issues (e.g., dense fog and low-light), the annotation process becomes further chal-
lenging. Therefore, we employ standard image enhancement techniques, including contrast
limited adaptive histogram equalization, histogram equalization, gamma correction, bright-
ness and contrast adjustment, and white balance, to distinguish the boundary of the target and
improve the annotation quality (see Fig. 4 for fog and low-light examples). Furthermore, we
also utilize the relative displacement of the target between consecutive frames to estimate its
boundaries. As discussed earlier, we also improve the annotation quality by making separate
teams for the process of labeling and validation. The labeling team manually annotates and
cross checks the annotated video samples. Afterwards, the validation team verifies the qual-
ity of the annotated videos and points out any possible mistakes in the annotations which are
then corrected by the respective team members.

The annotation teams meticulously examine the annotations and often revise them in
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order to enhance the quality of the annotation. In the initial phase of validation, around 24%
of the original annotations were corrected. Additionally, several frames underwent more than
three revisions. Fig. 4 presents example frames where the initial annotations are fine-tuned,
leading to improved annotation quality.

Our AVisT benchmark comprises different flags, where a frame can be labeled with full
occlusion, partial occlusion, out-of-view and extreme visibility. A full occlusion flag is set
when the target object is fully occluded by another object, such that the original pixel values
are hard to be recovered. The partial occlusion flag implies that the target object is partially
visible. In such a case, we annotate only the visible part of the target in the frame. The
out-of-view flag refers to the case where the target object is not in the camera field-of-view.
Here, we set a dedicated flag indicating that the target object is out-of-view in the frame. The
extreme visibility flag refers to the cases of dense fog and extreme low-light where the target
is suffering from severe visibility issues and is hard to identify for human eyes. We observe
that image enhancement techniques helps in improving the annotation process in such cases.

3 Experiments

3.1 Evaluated Trackers

The field of generic tracking has greatly progressed in recent years with the development of
various approaches. Siamese trackers employ a deep network to extract a target template that
is matched with the features of the current video frame in order to localize the target therein.
In contrast, trackers based on a discriminative classifier learn the weights of a convolutional
kernel that allows to differentiate between the target object (foreground) and background
regions in the current video frame. More recently, transformer-based trackers have emerged
that use self and cross attention layers to combine template and search frame information
to extract discriminative features to localize the target. To analyse our AVisT, we evaluate
high-performance and popular trackers that we briefly summarize bellow.
Siamese: SiamRPN++ [14] employs a region proposal network to detect the target and to
produce accurate bounding boxes. SiamMask [23] proposes an auxiliary binary segmenta-
tion loss and produces a segmentation mask and a bounding box for the target. SiamBAN [4]
employs a box adaptive network that fuses multi-scale features to robustly localize targets of
various scales. Ocean [28] employs an object aware anchor free network for target classifi-
cation and bounding box regression.
Discriminative Classifiers: Atom [7] uses an online trained two-layer fully convolutional
neural network for target classification and employs a target estimation branch based on over-
lap maximization. DiMP [1] adopts the target estimation component of Atom but proposes
an end-to-end learnable optimization-based model predictor that produces discriminative fil-
ter weights to localize the target. PrDiMP [8] and SuperDiMP [6] employ a probabilistic
regression formulation. KeepTrack [16] uses SuperDiMP as a base tracker and employs a
target candidate association network on top to reliably identify the target among distractor
objects. Similarly, KYS [2] employs DiMP-50 as baseline tracker but propagates dense lo-
calized state vectors that encode target, background or distractor information allowing to
localized the target more robustly. In contrast, AlphaRefine [27] refines the preliminary
bounding box generated by the base tracker SuperDiMP to increase the tracking accuracy.
Transformers: TrDiMP [22] and TrSiam [22] employ a transformer to enhance the ex-
tracted template and search features that are then used in a discriminative classification or
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Framework Name Backbone Online Update Venue Success (AUC) OP50 OP75

Siamese

SiamMask [23] ResNet-50 ✗ CVPR 2019 35.75 40.06 18.45
SiamRPN++ [14] ResNet-50 ✗ CVPR 2019 39.01 43.48 21.18
SiamBAN [4] ResNet-50 ✗ CVPR 2020 37.58 43.22 21.73
Ocean [28] ResNet-50 ✓ ECCV 2020 38.89 43.60 20.47

Discriminative
Classifier

Atom [7] ResNet-18 ✓ CVPR 2019 38.61 41.51 22.17
DiMP-18 [1] ResNet-18 ✓ ICCV 2019 40.55 44.07 23.67
DiMP-50 [1] ResNet-50 ✓ ICCV 2019 41.91 45.67 25.95
PrDiMP-18 [8] ResNet-18 ✓ CVPR 2020 41.65 45.80 27.20
PrDiMP-50 [8] ResNet-50 ✓ CVPR 2020 43.25 48.02 28.70
Super DiMP [6] ResNet-50 ✓ CVPR 2020 48.39 54.61 33.99
KYS [2] ResNet-50 ✓ ECCV 2020 42.53 46.67 26.83
KeepTrack [16] ResNet-50 ✓ ICCV 2021 49.44 56.25 37.75
AlphaRefine [27] ResNet-50 ✓ CVPR 2021 49.63 55.65 38.17
RTS [21] ResNet-50 ✓ ECCV 2022 50.81 55.69 38.89

Transformer

TrSiam [22] ResNet-50 ✓ CVPR 2021 47.82 54.84 33.04
TrDiMP [22] ResNet-50 ✓ CVPR 2021 48.14 55.26 33.77
TransT [3] ResNet-50 ✗ CVPR 2021 49.03 56.43 37.19
STARK-ST-50 [26] ResNet-50 ✓ ICCV 2021 51.11 59.20 39.07
STARK-ST-101 [26] ResNet-101 ✓ ICCV 2021 50.50 58.23 38.97
ToMP-50 [17] ResNet-50 ✓ CVPR 2022 51.60 59.47 38.87
ToMP-101 [17] ResNet-101 ✓ CVPR 2022 50.90 58.77 38.42
MixFormer-1k [5] MAM ✓ CVPR 2022 50.83 58.56 39.30
MixFormer-22k [5] MAM ✓ CVPR 2022 53.72 62.98 43.02
MixFormerL-22k [5] MAM ✓ CVPR 2022 55.99 65.92 46.34

Table 3: Comparison of different trackers in terms of AUC score on AVisT. Other than
MixFormerL-22k and MixFormer-22k, the evaluated trackers utilize backbones trained on
ImageNet-1K dataset. Among existing trackers, STARK-ST-50 and ToMP-50 achieve com-
parable AUC scores. Both MixFormerL-22k and MixFormer-22k utilizing backbone with
ImageNet-22K pre-training obtain improved tracking performance. In addition to AUC
score, we also report performance at OP50 and OP75.

Siamese setting. In contrast, TransT [3] directly extracts discriminative features using a fea-
ture fusion module performing self and cross attention operations. STARK [26] jointly fuses
template and search features using a transformer encoder consisting of self attention opera-
tions and uses a transformer decoder together with an object query to predict the target state.
ToMP [17] is inspired by DiMP but replaces the online-optimization based model predictor
with a transformer that predicts discriminative filter weights. In contrast to aforementioned
trackers that use a feature extractor followed by a feature fusion module, MixFormer [5] only
uses a mixed attention based backbone that allows to directly extract discriminative features.

3.2 Evaluation Results

Evaluation Metric: Following LaSOT [9], we evaluate the tracking performance using the
one-pass evaluation [25], assessing the success score of different tracking methods. Success
is calculated as the intersection over union (IoU) of the ground truth bounding box and the
tracking result. The Area Under the Curve (AUC), which ranges from 0 to 1, is used to rank
the trackers. Additionally, we present the results in terms of normalized precision plot in
the suppl. material. We normalize the precision as in [20]. The precision is calculated by
comparing the pixel distance between the ground-truth bounding box and the tracking result.
Quantitative Results: We perform comprehensive evaluations for each of the 120 videos
in AVisT. Each tracker is evaluated with publicly available trained weights. Tab. 3 shows
the performance, in terms of AUC score, of trackers for the different frameworks. Among
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(c) Obstruction Effects
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(d) Imaging Effects
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(e) Target Effects
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(f) Camouflage

Figure 5: Comparisons in terms of success plots on AVisT. The AUC scores are given in
the legend. In all cases, the recent MixFormer with a stronger backbone with ImageNet-22k
pre-training achieves better performance. Comparing to trackers employing ImageNet-1k
pre-trained backbones, ToMP-50 achieves superior overall performance. For weather condi-
tions attribute, MixFormer with ImageNet-22k pre-training (MixFormer-22k) achieves sig-
nificant improvements over its variant using ImageNet-1k backbone (MixFormer-1k). How-
ever, there is no impact of large-scale ImageNet-22k pre-training for obstruction effects with
both MixFormer-22k and MixFormer-1k achieving similar results. Best viewed zoomed in.

the trackers belonging to the Siamese-based framework, SiamRPN++ [14], SiamBAN [4]
and Ocean [28] achieve AUC scores of 39.01, 37.58 and 38.89, respectively. Within the dis-
criminative classifier framework, KeepTrack [16] and AlphaRefine [27] achieve comparable
performance with AUC score of 49.44 and 49.63, respectively. Among existing transformer-
based methods employing backbones pre-trained on ImageNet-1k, STARK-ST-50 [26] and
ToMP-50 [17] achieve obtain similar AUC scores of 51.11 and 51.60. The recently in-
troduced MixFormer-1k [5] achieves AUC score of 50.83. A significant improvement in
tracking performance is obtained when using ImageNet-22k pre-trained backbone in Mix-
Former [5], with MixFormerL-22k achieving AUC score of 56.0. We also report the overall
success plot in Fig. 5(a). Additional details and results are presented in suppl. material.
Attribute-based Comparison: In Fig. 5 (b-f), we further evaluate the trackers on the five
attributes in AVisT. We observe that a stronger backbone along with large-scale ImageNet-
22k pre-training typically helps achieve better results (MixFormerL-22k [5]). However, the
performance varies among attributes when using a tracker with same backbone that is either
pre-trained on ImageNet-22k or ImageNet-1k (MixFormer-1k and MixFormer-22k). Fur-
ther, the results also vary among attributes when using trackers all employing ImageNet-1k
pre-trained backbones. For instance, MixFormer [5] significantly improves when using a
backbone with ImageNet-22k pre-training on weather conditions attribute, compared to the
same tracker and backbone but with ImageNet-1k pre-training (MixFormer-1k: 54.4 vs.
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MixFormer-22k: 58.4). However, we observe no improvement in performance possibly due
to this large-scale pre-training when moving from MixFormer-1k to MixFormer-22k for ob-
struction effects. In case of imaging effects, ToMP-101 [17] with ImageNet-1k pre-trained
backbone achieves AUC score of 46.1, which is even comparable to that of MixFormerL-
22k using a stronger backbone along with ImageNet-22k pre-training. For target effects, we
observe MixFormer-1k to struggle compared to ToMP [17], KeepTrack [16] and AlphaRe-
fine [27]. To summarize, we observe that among recent trackers utilizing ImageNet-1k pre-
trained backbones, no single method achieves better performance against its counterparts
on all attributes. The comparisons further highlight the scope in designing a novel track-
ing mechanism which could tackle the diverse range of scenarios and attributes comprising
sequences captured in real-world adverse conditions. More results are in suppl. material.

4 Conclusions

We introduce a new benchmark, AVisT, for visual tracking in diverse scenarios with adverse
visibility. AVisT comprises 120 challenging videos, covering 18 diverse scenarios with 42
classes. These diverse scenarios are further grouped into five attributes. We evaluate a vari-
ety of recent Siamese, discriminative classifiers and transformer-based trackers. Our experi-
ments show that even the most recent transformer-based tracker using a heavy ImageNet-22k
backbone achieves an AUC score of only 56.0%, thereby highlighting the challenging nature
of AVisT. We further analyze trackers based on attributes observing the need to design novel
solutions that achieve favorable performance on real-world adverse tracking conditions.
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